WORKERS OF THE WORLD

There is No Peace

The private police force which guards the gambling casino and the three expensive hotels at the luxurious resort town of Juanville, France, has been set up by the Russian government to prevent men and weapons from the former prisoners of war from Lithuania, Czecho-Slovakia, and other places. This action is intended to furnish food for themselves and their starving families.

Shops in Juanville offer plenty of good quality meals, vegetables, fruit, and all of the things that they need to support themselves. The government has ordered them to provide food and shelter for the refugees from the fighting.

A food official at Juanville explained that they had been ordered to close their store to this situation because English and American troops had been provided with food and shelter in the United States.

The Communist Party leader, Palmiero Togliatti, of Italy, was termed as being violently opposed to the plans of King Victor Emmanuel III of Italy to obliterate the Italian nation, as he is reported to have a United Press Dispatch in his hands. In this, he expresses his attitude that Italy fights for the world's class.

"It's the workers and not the dogs of Berlin who lead a 'dog's life.'"
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An Appeal for International Proletarian Solidarity Against Organized Starvation

The desperate plight of our comrades and revolutionaries in the Philippines and other countries recognised as in the grip of the RWL. We have been sending food and clothing to this part of the world...
LITCHEFIELD
Democratic's Dungeon

In Litchfield, the "Democratic" organizers have held a mass meeting in the town hall, where they have denounced the policies of the Republican administration and pledged to continue the struggle for labor and social justice.

Miners Foes: The Boss, Gov't & Lewis

Miners' federation leaders have called for a national strike to protest against the anti-labor policies of the administration and the coal company. The strike is expected to spread across the country and has already gained the support of workers in other industries.

OPA and the Capitalists

OPA administrators have proposed a new price control plan that would allow prices to increase by a certain percentage. The plan has been met with outrage from the capitalists, who have called it a threat to their profits. The struggle between OPA and the capitalists is likely to continue in the months to come.

Miners' Strike

The miners' strike has entered its second month, and the situation has become increasingly tense. The coal company has refused to negotiate and has called for a violent crackdown on the strikers. The miners have vowed to continue their struggle until justice is restored.

Lumberjacks' Union

Lumberjacks have held a mass rally in the forests of the Pacific Northwest, demanding better wages and working conditions. The government has promised to investigate the grievances of the lumberjacks, but the workers remain skeptical.

ARM AGAINST TERROR

On the heels of the strike wave, the capitalists are already organizing for a counteroffensive against the workers and their organizations. In California and Georgia, the Ku Klux Klan has already been reorganized and is spreading throughout the South. Similarly, in the Northwest, the coal and lumber interests are seen as well organized.

We workers must answer this organized terror of the capitalists by forming workers' defense unions, so that each local union will arm and train workers to defend themselves and their organizations.